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GOAL
The goal of this task is to evaluate the economy of optimization measures investigated in PERFORM.
Will it produce more energy
Will it produce against lower cost
For the economic assessment a tool is used which calculates the economy of a doublet using a discounted cashflow model.
Site specific economic evaluation to compare the impact of conventional and new techniques
Dutch site
Danish site with modified Danish subsidy regulations
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ECONOMIC TOOL
CASH FLOW METHODOLOGY

C

Cash flow methodology is largely based on Dutch
economic models and spreadsheets developed by ECN
/ TNO
A: Options Power or Heat (inc. ATES)
B: Includes simplified geothermal system input
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C: Subsurface costs
D: Surface costs (power or heat)
E: Fiscal rules
F: LCOE output (also calculated: complete cashflow
over doublet lifetime)

E
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OPTIMIZATION MEASURES
Scaling
Increase top side pressure (WP 2)
To be added: calcite inhibitor HCl (WP 4)
Filters
Candle and bag particle filters, backwash drumfilter

CASE STUDY
PIJNACKER NOOTDORP
Calculated geothermal power 7 MWth
Temperature 71°C production, 21 °C injection
Flow rate 110 m3/h
Economic lifetime 30 years
Example type of calculation of tool
ESP replacement every 5 years  11,94 EUR/GJ
ESP replacement every 2 years  13,01 EUR/GJ
From 110 m3/h to 180 m3/h  8.14 EUR/GJ

Costs estimation Ammerlaan doublet (ThermoGIS/general)
Drilling costs

2000 EUR/m depth

CAPEX pump

580 kEURO

OPEX pump replacement

640 kEURO

CAPEX subsurface

12,3 MEURO

Direct heat plant investment costs

300 kEUR/MWth

CAPEX surface installation

2 MEURO

OPEX variable

4,25 EUR/MWhth

OPEX fixed (1% of total CAPEX)

22 kEUR/MWth

CASE STUDY
MARGRETHEHOLM
Calculated geothermal power 13-14 MWth
Temperature 73°C production, 17°C injection
Flow rate 200 m3/h
Economic lifetime 30 years
Subsidy scheme included
Cost estimations

Example calculation:
14 MW, 4000 h/yr  19,67 EUR/GJ
14 MW, 7000 h/yr  11,74 EUR/GJ
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OPTIMIZATION MEASURE
INCREASE TOP SIDE PRESSURE

ECONOMIC EVALUATION
SCALING INHIBITOR HCL
Modelling results WP4
Cost indication from Brenntag

OPTMIZATION MEASURE
PARTICLE CANDLE AND BAG FILTER
As an alternative to adding inhibitors, improved particle and cation filters have been developed in PERFORM
Not modelled in WP 2, experiments in WP 3 still pending
Approach: compare commerically available bag and candle filters with backwash drum filter
Candle filters

increase lifetime
surface equipment (+)

Replacement every month
20 filters needed
€120,- per filter

Bollfilter

Particle filter

Bag filters

filter replacement and
downtime (-)

Replacement every month
6 filters needed
€25,- per filter

decrease flowrate over
time (-)

wastewater (NORM) (-)
Dango & Dienenthal

Downtime costs (assumption: in fixed O&M)
Additional costs associated to NORM: ~€15.000-30.000 per year

Filtration process

OPTIMIZATION MEASURE
BACKWASH DRUMFILTER
Commercially available backwash filter, example:
Backwash process activated at defined differential
pressure between raw water inlet and clean water outlet
(degree of pollution)
15-20 seconds process finished
During backwashing the filtration process is not
interrupted

Raw water inlet

Backwash process

Longest lifetime: 10 years
Maintainance is negligable, only checking.
~€38.000,- per filter, two filters needed. One in
operation, one filter in standby.

Backwash water outlet

Dango & Dienenthal 2017

Raw water inlet

OPTIMIZATION MEASURE
HYDROGEOFILT FILTER
PERFORM: The HydroGeoFilt system has been tested successfully in the
laboratory. Long-time onsite tests are, however, still missing.
Innovative particle filter with self-cleaning function with ultrasonic device.
Now in candle, bag or drum filters: carbonate and iron sulphide
precipitations lead to a blocking of the candles.
These effects make the normal back wash process impossible and the
cartridges have to be manually removed and acidified frequently.
The newly developed system shell requires low-maintenance, is efficient
and economic in operation.
The system will be tested in pilot plant scale.
Update: no cost indication available for economic evaluation.

www.hydroisotop.de

ECONOMIC EVALUATION
CANDLE AND BAG FILTER VS BACKWASH DRUM FILTER
Particle filters

Backwash drumfilter

Candle filters

~38.000 per filter

Replacement every month
20 filters needed

2 filters needed
€28.800/yr

€76000/10 yr

Lifetime max. 10 yr

€120,- per filter
Bag filters
Replacement every month
6 filters needed

€1800/yr

€25,- per filter
NORM costs

€17.000/yr
__________ +

Total

€47.700/yr

Total

€7600/yr

ECONOMIC EVALUATION
CANDLE AND BAG FILTER VS BACKWASH DRUM FILTER
Dutch case
Savings by using backwash drumfilter: €39.400/yr
Effect on LCOE is minor due to relatively small costs compared to operational costs and pump installation

LCOE: 12.23 EUR/GJ

LCOE: 11.99 EUR/GJ

ECONOMIC EVALUATION
CANDLE AND BAG FILTER VS BACKWASH DRUM FILTER
Danish case
Savings by using backwash drumfilter: €39.400/yr
Effect on LCOE is minor due to relatively small costs compared to operational costs

LCOE: 11.89 EUR/GJ

LCOE: 11.77 EUR/GJ

CONCLUSION
Modified version of the tool will become publicly available on the PERFORM website
Report on economy of optimization measures, data and assumptions
Short demo
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